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Civilizations of Mesoamerica 

The Americas include two continents, North America and South America. Within these two 
geographic region lies in cultural region called Mesoamerica, which is made up of Mexico and 
Central America. Some of the earliest civilizations in the Americas developed in Mesoamerica.  

Olmec Civilization  

The earliest American civilization, the Olmecs, emerged in the tropical forests along the Gulf Coast 
of Mexico. The civilization lasted from about 1500 B.C. to 400 B.C. Most of the evidence scholars 
have about the Olmecs comes from temples and works of art that have survived to the present day. 
The most dramatic remains are 14 giant stone heads found at the major ceremonial centers of San 
Lorenzo and La Venta. Scholars believe that these giant heads are portraits of rulers. They also 
invented a calendar, carved hieroglyphic writing into stone, and carved jaguars and serpents that 
are commonly found among other Mesoamerican art. Their achievements, art, and architecture 
greatly influenced later people of the region, so much so that the Olmecs are considered the 
“mother culture” of Mesoamerica. 
 

Maya Civilization 

By about 250 A.D. the Maya golden age – known as the Classic Period – began, with city-states 
flourishing from the Yucatán Peninsula in southern Mexico through much of Central America. 
These cities grew because of the agricultural techniques they developed. Irrigation systems enabled 
food surplus and population growth. Their main crops were corn (maize), beans, and squash. Also, 
forests were burned to clear land for farming. The cultural life of the Maya included impressive 
advances in learning and the arts. The cities incorporated large step pyramids that served as 
temples and burial sites. These were decorated with paintings and carvings that depict Mayan 
history and culture. The Maya also developed a hieroglyphic writing system, an accurate 365-day 
calendar, and a numbering system that included the concept of zero.  

The Olmec, Maya, and Aztec all developed 
civilizations in Mesoamerica. Today, this area 
encompasses the countries of Mexico, Belize, 

Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras.  

Around 900 A.D., the Maya abandoned many of their cities and spread out into farming communities. Archaeologists 
are not sure why the Maya civilization declined, but the ruins that exist today and the people descended from the Maya 
provide evidence of their civilization, its culture, and the effect on later Mesoamerican civilizations such as the Aztec.  



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Aztec Civilization 

Aztec Empire Forms in Mexico 

Around 1200 A.D., nomadic people settled in the Valley of Mexico, which is in today central Mexico. In 1325, the Aztecs founded their capital city, 
Tenochtitlán, which was built around Lake Texcoco and remains the current site of Mexico City. In the 1400s, the Aztecs greatly expanded their territory 
to cover most of Mexico – from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific Ocean – by engaging in many wars. These brought immense wealth and power to the 
empire. Conquered people had to pay tribute to the Aztecs and many were turned into slaves.  

Religion and Culture 

The Aztecs believed in many gods, including 
Huitzilopochtli, whom they revered as the patron god of 
their people. His temple towered above the city of 
Tenochtitlán. The Aztecs also worshipped Quetzalcoatl, the 
feathered serpent who ruled over earth and water, and 
many other gods. In Aztec mythology, the gods often 
sacrificed themselves for the good of the people. To repay 
their gods the Aztecs offered human sacrifices. Most of the 
victims were people conquered in war.  

Aztec Achievements 

Priests were the keepers of Aztec knowledge. They 
recorded laws and historical events in the Aztec 
hieroglyphic writing system. Priests also ran schools and 
studied astronomy and mathematics. Like the Maya they 
also developed a calendar. There was growth in science as 
well, as Aztec doctors were able to fix broken bones and fill 
cavities.  

Art and Architecture 

Tenochtitlán and another city, Teotihuacán both contained pyramids that survive to 
this day. The Pyramid of the Sun and the Pyramid of the Moon are both located in the 
old ruins of Teotihuacán. This city also had wide roads, massive temples, and large 
apartment buildings. Aztecs built stone causeways, aqueducts, canals, and chinampas, 
or man-made islands of mud and reeds in lakes. Chinampas were built to create more 
farmland in the Aztec’s lake environment. On these “floating gardens,” the Aztecs 
raised crops like corn, beans, and squash. Aztec art reflects the importance of religious 
beliefs in their culture, often depicting gods and rulers. They produced large stone 
carvings and colorful paintings.  

Downfall of Aztec Civilization  

In the 1530s, Spanish conquistadors were able to defeat the Aztecs and put an end to their dominance of central Mexico. Many of the people the Aztecs 
had previously conquered were eager to help the Spanish out. Although Spanish settlers began to control most of Mesoamerica after this point, the 
Mesoamerican culture of the Olmec, Maya, and Aztec civilizations continued to influence the development of the people of the region.  



 

Like Mesoamerican civilizations, religion played an 
important role in the lives of the Inca. They worshipped 
many gods linked to the forces of nature and had many 
festivals 
dedicated 
to them. 
 

Machu 
Picchu 

Inca Civilization 

The first cultures of South America developed in the Andes Mountains that run along the western edge of the continent. Today, this region mainly 
makes up the countries of Ecuador, Peru and Chile. Many different cultures existed in this region as early as 900 B.C., but one did not come to dominate 
until the rise of the Inca civilization in the 1400s A.D.    

The Inca Empire 

The most powerful of the Andean civilizations, - the Inca civilization – came into being in the 1100s with the founding of its first dynasty. However, it was 
not until 1438, when a skilled warrior and leader named himself emperor. From their capital at Cuzco in modern-day Peru, the Inca began conquering 
neighboring peoples and enlisting them in the army. Eventually, the empire stretched more than 2,500 miles along the Andes Mountains. The emperors 
of the Inca Empire claimed they were descended from the sun god and were the source of all political and religious authority within the land. Inca rulers 
ran an efficient government. Nobles ruled the provinces along with local chieftains whom the Inca armies had conquered. Below them, officials carried 
out the day-to-day business of enforcing laws and organizing labor. Specially trained officials kept records on quipu, a collection of colored strings that 
were knotted in different ways to represent various numbers. Scholars believe the Inca used these to record many pieces of information because they 
did not have a separate writing system.  
 

Inca Achievements 

To unite their empire, the Inca created one of history’s great road networks. At its greatest 
extent, it wound about 14,000 miles through mountains and deserts and incorporated 
hundreds of bridges, steps, and tunnels to navigate the tough environment. These roads 
enabled soldiers and messages to travel throughout the empire quickly. Relays of runners 
were set up at different points along the roads to spread news. All roads ran through their 
capital, Cuzco. There the Inca built huge step pyramids just like the Mesoamerican civilizations. 
Inca farmers had to adapt to their mountain environment in order to grow food. They used 
terrace farming to grow crops on steep hillsides, which involved carving out flat strips of land 
and building stone walls to hold the land in place. The terraces and stonework of the Inca can 
be seen at the ruins of the Inca city of Machu Picchu. Lastly, the Inca mastered the art of 
weaving and created colorful textiles to be worn as clothing, or used as belts and bags.   

Downfall of the Inca Civilization 

At its height, the Inca civilization was a center of learning and political power. However, just like the Aztec civilization, the Inca Empire was doomed to fall 
due to the arrival of Spanish conquistadors in the 1530s.  


